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Honors grad, Catherine Hardee, who also earned her M.A. in History at LU, is returning to Jeopardy! on Monday, November 9. After having won nearly $100,000 in prizes and doing LU Honors proud in her quick knowledge of facts on Jeopardy! last year, she will now compete in Jeopardy’s Tournament of Champions for a possible pot of $250,000!

Catherine won the first round of the tournament on November 9, making her a five-time Jeopardy! Champion. She advances to the semifinal round on November 18. See https://www.jeopardy.com/tournaments/upcoming-tournaments

Catherine stands between her former Quiz Bowl captain, Jake Rogers; and coach, Dr. Jim Nutter.
Honors students came to the Hancock Center at 7:30, November 9, to watch Catherine win the first round of the Tournament of Champions.